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The invention claimed is: 

1. A method, comprising: storing, in a backend computer system, one or more package reports and one or
more compliance reports, wherein each package report comprises data about a corresponding asset and each
compliance report comprises data about a corresponding enterprise site, wherein each enterprise site hosts
one or more assets; receiving, at a particular enterprise site and from the backend computer system, the one
or more package reports that correspond to the one or more assets hosted at the particular enterprise site and
the compliance report that corresponds to the particular enterprise site; identifying an asset in the particular
enterprise site that has an out of compliance issue based on the received package report corresponding to the
identified asset and the compliance report, wherein the out of compliance asset has at least one portion of the
asset that is not compliant with the corresponding package report and compliance report; and performing a
remediation process on the out of compliance asset, wherein performing the remediation process comprises
determining that a fix for the out of compliance asset is present in the package report for the out of
compliance asset, generating an updated asset using the package report for the out of compliance asset
wherein the updated asset includes the fix, shutting down the out of compliance asset, and deploying the
updated asset in the particular enterprise site. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein performing the remediation process further comprises determining that
the fix for the out of compliance asset is not present in the package report for the out of compliance asset and
shutting down the out of compliance asset. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein performing the remediation process further comprises performing a test to
verify the updated asset before the updated asset is deployed. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the asset is one of an application, a cloud service, a package that is part of
the application and a package that is part of the cloud service. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the out of compliance issue is one of a security vulnerability issue, an
automatic update to the asset, a digital signature, a security software license change and a company listing of
an asset on one of a whitelist and a blacklist. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein each package report is a conda package and the method further
comprising generating and digitally signing each conda package and generating and digitally signing each
compliance report. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein generating each conda package further comprises aggregating one or
more data sources to generate each conda package. 

8. A system, comprising: a backend computer system that stores one or more package reports and one or
more compliance reports, wherein each package report comprises data about a corresponding asset and each
compliance report comprises data about a corresponding enterprise site, wherein each enterprise site hosts
one or more assets; one or more enterprise sites with each enterprise site having a plurality of computers and
one or more assets executing on the plurality of computers, wherein a monitoring and remediation engine is
hosted at a particular enterprise site having a plurality of lines of instructions executed by a processor of one
of the plurality of computers of the particular enterprise site configured to: receive, from the backend
computer system, the one or more package reports that correspond to the one or more assets hosted at the
particular enterprise site and the compliance report that corresponds to the particular enterprise site; identify
an asset in the particular enterprise site that has an out of compliance issue based on the received package
report corresponding to the identified asset and the compliance report, wherein the out of compliance asset
has at least one portion of the asset that is not compliant with the corresponding package report and
compliance report; and perform a remediation process on the out of compliance asset, wherein the
monitoring and remediation engine is further configured to perform the remediation process by determining
that a fix for the out of compliance asset is present in the package report for the out of compliance asset,
generating an updated asset using the package report for the out of compliance asset wherein the updated
asset includes the fix, shutting down the out of compliance asset, and deploying the updated asset in the
particular enterprise site. 

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the monitoring and remediation engine is further configured to determine
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that the fix for the out of compliance asset is not present in the package report for the out of compliance asset
and shut down the out of compliance asset. 

10. The system of claim 8, wherein the monitoring and remediation engine is further configured to perform a
test to verify the updated asset before the updated asset is deployed. 

11. The system of claim 8, wherein the asset is one of an application, a cloud service, a package that is part
of the application and a package that is part of the cloud service. 

12. The system of claim 8, wherein the out of compliance issue is one of a security vulnerability issue, an
automatic update to the asset, a digital signature, a security software license change and a company listing of
an asset on one of a whitelist and a blacklist. 

13. The system of claim 8, wherein each package report is a conda package and wherein the monitoring and
remediation engine is further configured to digitally sign each conda package and generate and digitally sign
each compliance report. 

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the backend computer system aggregates one or more data sources to
generate each conda package. 

15. An enterprise site apparatus, comprising: an enterprise site having a plurality of computers, one or more
assets executing on the plurality of computers and a monitoring and remediation engine hosted at the
enterprise site having a plurality of lines of instructions executed by a processor of one of the plurality of
computers configured to: receive, from a backend computer system, one or more package reports that
comprise data about the corresponding one or more assets hosted at the enterprise site and a compliance
report that comprises data about the enterprise site, each package report corresponds to a particular asset and
the compliance report corresponds to the enterprise site, and the one or more assets being hosted at the
enterprise site; identify an asset in the enterprise site that has an out of compliance issue based on the
received package report corresponding to the identified asset and the compliance report, wherein the out of
compliance asset has at least one portion of the asset that is not compliant with the corresponding package
report and compliance report; and perform a remediation process on the out of compliance asset, wherein the
monitoring and remediation engine is further configured to perform the remediation process by determining
that a fix for the out of compliance asset is present in the package report for the out of compliance asset,
generating an updated asset using the package report for the out of compliance asset wherein the updated
asset includes the fix, shutting down the out of compliance asset, and deploying the updated asset in the
enterprise site. 

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the monitoring and remediation engine is further configured to
determine that the fix for the out of compliance asset is not present in the package report for the out of
compliance asset and shut down the out of compliance asset. 

17. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the monitoring and remediation engine is further configured to
perform a test to verify the updated asset before the updated asset is deployed. 

18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the asset is one of an application, a cloud service, a package that is
part of the application and a package that is part of the cloud service. 

19. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the out of compliance issue is one of a security vulnerability issue, an
automatic update to the asset, a digital signature, a security software license change and a company listing of
an asset on one of a whitelist and a blacklist. 

20. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein each package report is a conda package and wherein the monitoring
and remediation engine is further configured to digitally sign each conda package and generate and digitally
sign the compliance report. 

21. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the backend computer system aggregates one or more data sources to
generate each conda package.
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Description

FIELD 

The disclosure relates generally to software, cloud infrastructure, compliance, security and package
management and in particular to remediation and redeployment of out of compliance applications and cloud
services. 

BACKGROUND 

Security and IT teams have a difficult time ensuring that their deployed applications and cloud services are
up to date and do not have compliance issues such as security vulnerabilities. Presently, there is no good way
to track which software libraries (packages) are used in software running throughout the company, which
versions of packages are being used, who is using these packages, if there are any compliance issues and
how they may be updated/redeployed. The turnaround time for this process is critical as security issues are
often reported publicly which gives potential hackers knowledge to infiltrate infrastructure within a
company. Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVEs) reports are examples of publicly available reports.
The presence of out of compliance applications and cloud services in an enterprise poses a serious security
risk and technical problem for the enterprise. 

It is desirable to be able to track the software packages used by an enterprise and statistics about the
packages being used. It is further desirable to be able to track which software packages in an enterprise are
non-compliant and then update those non-compliant packages. None of the current solutions have all of these
desirable characteristics or solve the technical problem identified above. For example, some systems, such as
a Conda repository and Artifactory, provide package management and tracking systems, but not the other
desirable aspects while CVE and other security reports provide security vulnerability data/reports, but not the
other desirable aspects. Furthermore, systems, such as Anaconda Enterprise or Amazon/Google/Microsoft
clouds provide platforms to (re)deploy applications and services but again fail to provide the other desirable
aspects. Thus, it is desirable to provide a system and a method for remediating and redeploying out of
compliance applications and cloud services that has the desirable characteristics identified above and solves
the above described technical problem and it is to this end that the disclosure is directed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a system for the remediating and redeploying of out of compliance
applications and cloud services using integrated vulnerability information; 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example of the system being used to remediate the out of compliance applications or
cloud services for an enterprise; 

FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate a method for remediation out of compliance applications or cloud services; 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a conda package for an open source NumPy program; 

and 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a CVE report for the open source NumPy program. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ONE OR MORE EMBODIMENTS 

The disclosure is particularly applicable to a system for remediating out of compliance applications for an
enterprise using integrated vulnerability information and it is in this context that the disclosure will be
described. It will be appreciated, however, that the system and method has greater utility since it can also be
used to remediate and redeploy other pieces of software, such as cloud services, that may be non-compliant.
The system and method solves the technical problem mentioned above by providing various features. For
example, the disclosed system and method tracks software packages used, tracks who uses the packages, the
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package popularity and when they are used (package statistics) and which specific packages and versions are
non-compliant. Furthermore, the system has the ability to update the non-compliant packages, halt the
services running non-compliant packages and restart the services. These features of the disclosed system and
method provide the technical solution to the above technical problem in a way that is not well known,
conventional or routine in the IT security industry as described above. In addition to the security compliance
examples set forth below, the system and method may be used to handle applications or cloud services that
are out of compliance with respect to digital signatures (improper digital signature), upgrading to the latest
version of software packages as they release automatically, software license-driven changes (where a
particular version of the asset cannot be used or a particular asset cannot be used) or company specific
white/black listing of software (an asset that is permissible to use or an asset that is no longer permissible to
use). 

FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a system 100 for the remediating and redeploying of out of compliance
applications and cloud services using integrated vulnerability information. In one exemplary embodiment,
the system 100 may be used to monitor and identify applications and/or cloud services that have security
compliance issues and then resolve the security compliance issue. The security compliance issue may be
resolved by shutting down the application or cloud service (and notifying the owner) if no fix is available or
by replacing the application or cloud service with a new application or cloud service that is compliant and
deploying the new application or cloud service. The system 100 may receive data from one or more non-
compliant data sources 102 and data from one or more package sources 104. The non-compliant data sources
may be data sources that identify non-compliant application or cloud services or a catalog that contains
known security threats including vulnerabilities and exposures. The package sources may be package data
sources with data about a plurality of packages, like 

NumPy in the example below, that may be part of a plurality of application or cloud services being used by
the enterprise. 

The data from the data sources may be fed into a backend system 106 that has one or more data generators
106A. The backend system 106 and the data generators 106A may be implemented as a plurality of computer
systems (cluster hardware) that may be situated in the cloud and may perform the various functions and
operations described below. For example, the cloud cluster hardware may include configurable cloud
hardware from Amazon, Google or Microsoft and may include GPU-enabled nodes. The backend may also
include secure conda hardware for generating the conda packages and an encryption module for digitally
signing the data generated by the backend 106. 

Each data generator 106A may generate one or more conda packages and/or one or more compliance reports
based on the data sources 102, 104 and each is digitally signed. Each conda package may be package of data
about a particular application or cloud service or about a particular packaged used in a particular application
or cloud service. Each compliance report may be data about the status of the compliance for each of the
applications or cloud services or packages that are installed/being used for a particular enterprise. The one or
more conda packages and/or one or more compliance reports may be distributed from the backend 106 to one
or more enterprise sites 108 whose applications and cloud services are being managed by the backend system
106. The data generators 106A may also generate CVE metadata. 

Each enterprise site 108 may be a cluster of computer systems that execute or utilize one or more
applications and/or one or more cloud services (or one or more packages) in connection with the operation of
the enterprise site. Each computer system may be implemented using cloud resources, server computers,
blade servers and the like. Each enterprise site 108 may have a store 108A (that may be implemented in
hardware or software) that may store the distributed conda package(s) and the compliance reports. 

Each enterprise site 108 may have an anaconda enterprise (AE) module 108B that is coupled to the store
108A and retrieves the distributed conda package(s) and the compliance reports. The AE module 108 may be
implemented using on premises hardware that may be a cluster of any type of custom hardware on which the
customer installs the AE engine 108B. For example, the AE module 108B may be installed on and
implemented using GPU-enabled nodes. The AE engine 108B may utilize a software stack that may include
Kubernetes, Docker, conda repo and Kafka. Each enterprise site 108 may also have one or more assets, such
as applications or cloud services or packages, (APP1, . . . , APPN) that are monitored and controlled by the
AE engine 108. The process and method described below works the same way for an application as for a
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cloud service. 

While monitoring and controlling of the one or more assets (APP1, . . . , APPN), the AE engine 108 may
track each asset, determine if/when each asset is out of compliance and perform remediation on each asset.
For purposes of illustration, out of compliance means out of compliance from a computer
security/malware/security threat standpoint, but the system may be used to track other types of compliance of
the asset. During the remediation, the AE engine 108 may perform several action as described below. Note
that each of the actions of the AE engine 108 are performed automatically based on the distributed conda
packages and compliance reports so that the AE engine 108 can automatically keep each asset in compliance
and handle any compliance issues as described below. The disclosed system 100 shown in FIG. 1 integrates
vulnerability information and tracking of assets to permit the remediation of out of compliance assets in
various manners. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example of the system 200 being used to remediate the out of compliance applications or
cloud services for an enterprise and FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate a method 300 for remediation out of
compliance applications or cloud services. In one embodiment, the method 300 may be performed using the
system 200 in FIG. 2 although the method may be performed by other systems that are within the scope of
this disclosure. 

The method begins by pulling and aggregating packages (libraries) from various sources 104 and creating
conda packages from the sources (302). The process may be performed by the backend 106. Each conda
package may be digitally signed to ensure that the authenticity of each conda package and the information
contained in each conda package. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the sources used to generate the conda
packages may include PyPl and github. In an example below, a NumPy open source program is identified as
an out of compliance application from a security standpoint. FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a conda
package for an open source NumPy program. The digitally signed conda packages may be distributed to
enterprise sites 108 and used, in part, to perform remediation and redeployment of out of compliance
applications for cloud services at each enterprise site 108. The system may distribute thousands of conda
packages and each of these packages may be used by various applications. For example, a single application
may use many conda packages. For example, user application 1 may be comprised of packages such as
NumPy, scipy, scikit-learn and many others along with custom user code and each package may be an asset
whose compliance is monitored and an asset that can be remediated in the package is out of compliance. 

The method may then pull in and aggregate security and compliance data from various sources (304). The
process may be performed by the backend 106. Each compliance report may be digitally signed to ensure
that the authenticity of each compliance report and the information contained in each compliance report. In
this embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the sources used to generate the compliance reports may include Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) catalogs which are each a catalog of known security threats. Each
catalog is sponsored by the United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and threats are divided
into two categories: vulnerabilities and exposures. In the example with the NumPy open source program,
FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a CVE report for the same open source NumPy program and the report
shows a score and the vulnerability types that may be used, in part, to determine if NumPy is out of
compliance. The digitally signed compliance report may be distributed to enterprise sites 108 and used, in
part, to perform remediation and redeployment of out of compliance applications for cloud services at each
enterprise site 108. In one embodiment, each enterprise may configure its compliance reports (essentially
which conda packages or software libraries are to be included in the compliance report) to the packages that
they use and the report can be customized to focus on just the software the enterprise wants to monitor. 

The method may then distribute the conda packages and compliance report together as a bundle (including
security vulnerabilities) (306) to various sources including Anaconda Enterprise customer clusters 108.
These may contain updates/fixes for packages with security vulnerabilities for example. In the embodiment
in FIG. 2, the backend 106 may distribute the conda packages and Compliance report bundles to the plurality
of enterprise sites 108. 

The remainder of the method below is carried out at each enterprise customer site/cluster 108. In the
embodiment in FIG. 2, the below method processes may be performed by the anaconda enterprise unit 108B
and a monitoring, scheduling and remediation engine 108C that is part of the anaconda enterprise unit 108B
which both may be implemented using on premises hardware that may be a cluster of any type of custom
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hardware on which the customer installs the 

AE module 108B and engine 108C. For example, the AE module 108B and engine 108C may be installed on
and implemented using GPU-enabled nodes with a software stack that may include Kubernetes, Docker,
conda repo and Kafka. 

The AE engine 108C at each enterprise site 108 manages all of the applications and cloud services being
executed at the particular enterprise site 108. As a result, the AE engine 108C has a record of all of the
applications and cloud services being executed at the particular enterprise site 108 that the packages that may
be part of each applications and cloud services. 

Using the information about the applications and cloud services being executed at the particular enterprise
site 108, the method may then identify out of compliance applications or cloud services for the particular
enterprise site 108 based on the distributed materials (308). In more detail, in the embodiment in FIG. 2, the
Enterprise monitoring, scheduling and remediation engine 108C processes the compliance reports and conda
packages to understand which projects and deployed applications have compliance issues (such as security
vulnerabilities) and if there is a new package which fixes the compliance issue. When the system sends the
compliance reports and conda packages to the enterprise customer, the Anaconda Enterprise system 108B
can look at historic customer usage of any packages that are flagged in the new incoming compliance report.
At that time, if a new conda package is available that fixes the issue, the system may update the application.
The output would be audit logs and alerts to application owners of the changes made. The result of this
process 308 may be one or more applications/cloud services that are not out of compliance as shown in FIG.
2 and at least one application/cloud service that is out of compliance (noncompliant). 

For each identified out of compliance application or cloud service, the method may determine if there is a
new package to fix the compliance issues (310) wherein the new package is part of the materials that were
distributed to each enterprise site 108 and the engine 108C in the example in FIG. 2. If it is determined that
there is not a fix for the out of compliance application/cloud service, the method may shut down the out of
compliance application/cloud service and alert the owner of the out of compliance application/cloud service
or the entity site owner (312) and the method is completed for that particular out of compliance
application/cloud service. 

For each identified out of compliance application or cloud service, if it is determined that there is a fix for the
out of compliance application/cloud service, the method may generate a new application that includes the fix
(314). For example, in the AI model example below, the AI model may use the open source NumPy program
and NumPy 1.16.0 (that is currently being used by the AI model) has a security vulnerability as described
above. The system sends out a new version of NumPy (v1.16.2 for example) which fixes this CVE. The AE
108B can then take down the application with the old version of NumPy, rebuild it with the new package, run
automated tests to verify that the application works properly and then redeploy it automatically. In one
embodiment, the method may use the distributed conda packages for the particular application to "re-solve"
the packages to integrate the fix. For example, the user may use the open source conda command line tool
infrastructure to "re-solve" the packages that enables a user to update all of the packages in an application to
the latest version of all packages and rebundle the application for execution or distribution. 

The method may perform test to verify the compliance fix and that the fix does not impair the operation of
the application/cloud service (316). In one embodiment, the method may execute automated tests to verify
that the updated packages do not break the application. In the case of each entity, there may be particular
tests that the entity uses to verify the updated packages. For example, a customer may use one of many test
frameworks for their application. PyTest is a common publically available test. As another example, a
continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) step may be called to perform all of these actions.
Another example are unit tests that are the most likely tests but depending on customer sophistication/need,
the system may run functional or integration tests (or any other type). Once the automated tests are passed,
the out of compliance application/cloud service may be shut down and the owner notified (318). The
application with the fix may then be deployed (320) that is not in compliance. The process for an out of
compliance application/cloud service that is fixed is now complete and then method is started again for the
next out of compliance application/cloud service. 

The method processes 308-320 may be configured by an administrator to be automatic as soon as a new
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compliance data report is received. Alternatively, the processes 308-320 may be manually controlled by the
admin or application owner. In another embodiment, the method may be configured to simply alert the
application/cloud service owner and wait for the owner to provide instructions including fixing the
application/cloud service and redeploying it as described above. 

The system 200 shown in FIG. 2 can perform the method 300 in part because the AE module 108B tracks all
packages used in each application/deployment, knows who owns each application and receives new
packages/compliance reports necessary to trigger actions. The conda tool in combination with the conda
repository allows recreation of application environments automatically. 

First Example 

In a first example, an enterprise customer is running anaconda enterprise 108B system and may have a
deployed (instantiated and executing) artificial intelligence model which is making business decisions for the
company. This AI model is composed of customer unique code and a set of open source packages. One of
these open source packages may be NumPy which is used frequently in matrix math operations. In this
example, the version of NumPy in use is 1.16.0. 

An actual CVE (security vulnerability) report for this open source package was generated for this version. As
shown in the CVE, the issue with NumPy is an 8.8 CVSS which is pretty severe and can allow a remote
attacker to execute arbitrary code and could potentially allow this attacker to take control of the server
running the customer's AI model. 

Therefore, as soon as the CVE is generated, the system shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 will pull in this CVE
information, verify, validity and create an Anaconda Enterprise (AE) compliance metadata package/report as
described above. This package will be sent to all AE customers (and each entity site 108) and it will be
automatically parsed and investigated by the AE module 108B running at the customer site. The engine
108C, based on the distributed compliance report, determines, from the compliance report and the
information about the AI model being executed by the customer, that the AI model being executed by the
customer is vulnerable and that the system sent out new versions of NumPy (in the conda packages) to
customer AE clusters 108 already. For example, NumPy v1.16.2 (that resolves the out of compliance issue) is
already been distributed to the AE module 108B at the customer site in this example. The AE engine 108C
has the ability to take all of the AI model code and packages, replace NumPy v1.16.0 with v1.16.2, rebuild
the model/application, run tests to verify that everything is working properly, take down the old AI model
and redeploy/rerun with the updated version that is not vulnerable to attack. 

Second Example 

In a second example, same situation as described in the first example except that the package distributed to
the AE 108B (like the open source NumPy code) is not digitally signed correctly from Anaconda. Thus, the
package may be a hacked/untrusted version of the package and the system may replace the unsigned code
with verified, signed code. If the system cannot replace the unsigned code with signed code, the AE 108B
will not replace NumPy and redeploy an updated version, but will instead shut down the AI model with
NumPy and inform the owner of the site 108 of the problem. 

The foregoing description, for purpose of explanation, has been described with reference to specific
embodiments. However, the illustrative discussions above are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the
disclosure to the precise forms disclosed. Many modifications and variations are possible in view of the
above teachings. The embodiments were chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the
disclosure and its practical applications, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the
disclosure and various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use
contemplated. 

The system and method disclosed herein may be implemented via one or more components, systems, servers,
appliances, other subcomponents, or distributed between such elements. When implemented as a system,
such systems may include an/or involve, inter alia, components such as software modules, general-purpose
CPU, RAM, etc. found in general-purpose computers,. In implementations where the innovations reside on a
server, such a server may include or involve components such as CPU, RAM, etc., such as those found in
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general-purpose computers. 

Additionally, the system and method herein may be achieved via implementations with disparate or entirely
different software, hardware and/or firmware components, beyond that set forth above. With regard to such
other components (e.g., software, processing components, etc.) 

and/or computer-readable media associated with or embodying the present inventions, for example, aspects
of the innovations herein may be implemented consistent with numerous general purpose or special purpose
computing systems or configurations. Various exemplary computing systems, environments, and/or
configurations that may be suitable for use with the innovations herein may include, but are not limited to:
software or other components within or embodied on personal computers, servers or server computing
devices such as routing/connectivity components, hand-held or laptop devices, multiprocessor systems,
microprocessor-based systems, set top boxes, consumer electronic devices, network PCs, other existing
computer platforms, distributed computing environments that include one or more of the above systems or
devices, etc. 

In some instances, aspects of the system and method may be achieved via or performed by logic and/or logic
instructions including program modules, executed in association with such components or circuitry, for
example. In general, program modules may include routines, programs, objects, components, data structures,
etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particular instructions herein. The inventions may also be
practiced in the context of distributed software, computer, or circuit settings where circuitry is connected via
communication buses, circuitry or links. In distributed settings, control/instructions may occur from both
local and remote computer storage media including memory storage devices. 

The software, circuitry and components herein may also include and/or utilize one or more type of computer
readable media. Computer readable media can be any available media that is resident on, associable with, or
can be accessed by such circuits and/or computing components. By way of example, and not limitation,
computer readable media may comprise computer storage media and communication media. Computer
storage media includes volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable media implemented in any
method or technology for storage of information such as computer readable instructions, data structures,
program modules or other data. Computer storage media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM,
EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other
optical storage, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium
which can be used to store the desired information and can accessed by computing component.
Communication media may comprise computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules
and/or other components. Further, communication media may include wired media such as a wired network
or direct-wired connection, however no media of any such type herein includes transitory media.
Combinations of the any of the above are also included within the scope of computer readable media. 

In the present description, the terms component, module, device, etc. may refer to any type of logical or
functional software elements, circuits, blocks and/or processes that may be implemented in a variety of ways.
For example, the functions of various circuits and/or blocks can be combined with one another into any other
number of modules. Each module may even be implemented as a software program stored on a tangible
memory (e.g., random access memory, read only memory, CD-ROM memory, hard disk drive, etc.) to be
read by a central processing unit to implement the functions of the innovations herein. Or, the modules can
comprise programming instructions transmitted to a general purpose computer or to processing/graphics
hardware via a transmission carrier wave. Also, the modules can be implemented as hardware logic circuitry
implementing the functions encompassed by the innovations herein. Finally, the modules can be
implemented using special purpose instructions (SIMD instructions), field programmable logic arrays or any
mix thereof which provides the desired level performance and cost. 

As disclosed herein, features consistent with the disclosure may be implemented via computer-hardware,
software and/or firmware. For example, the systems and methods disclosed herein may be embodied in
various forms including, for example, a data processor, such as a computer that also includes a database,
digital electronic circuitry, firmware, software, or in combinations of them. Further, while some of the
disclosed implementations describe specific hardware components, systems and methods consistent with the
innovations herein may be implemented with any combination of hardware, software and/or firmware.
Moreover, the above-noted features and other aspects and principles of the innovations herein may be
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implemented in various environments. Such environments and related applications may be specially
constructed for performing the various routines, processes and/or operations according to the invention or
they may include a general-purpose computer or computing platform selectively activated or reconfigured by
code to provide the necessary functionality. The processes disclosed herein are not inherently related to any
particular computer, network, architecture, environment, or other apparatus, and may be implemented by a
suitable combination of hardware, software, and/or firmware. For example, various general-purpose
machines may be used with programs written in accordance with teachings of the invention, or it may be
more convenient to construct a specialized apparatus or system to perform the required methods and
techniques. 

Aspects of the method and system described herein, such as the logic, may also be implemented as
functionality programmed into any of a variety of circuitry, including programmable logic devices ("PLDs"),
such as field programmable gate arrays ("FPGAs"), programmable array logic ("PAL") devices, electrically
programmable logic and memory devices and standard cell-based devices, as well as application specific
integrated circuits. Some other possibilities for implementing aspects include: memory devices,
microcontrollers with memory (such as EEPROM), embedded microprocessors, firmware, software, etc.
Furthermore, aspects may be embodied in microprocessors having software-based circuit emulation, discrete
logic (sequential and combinatorial), custom devices, fuzzy (neural) logic, quantum devices, and hybrids of
any of the above device types. The underlying device technologies may be provided in a variety of
component types, e.g., metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor ("MOSFET") technologies like
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor ("CMOS"), bipolar technologies like emitter-coupled logic
("ECL"), polymer technologies (e.g., silicon-conjugated polymer and metal-conjugated polymer-metal
structures), mixed analog and digital, and so on. 

It should also be noted that the various logic and/or functions disclosed herein may be enabled using any
number of combinations of hardware, firmware, and/or as data and/or instructions embodied in various
machine-readable or computer-readable media, in terms of their behavioral, register transfer, logic
component, and/or other characteristics. Computer-readable media in which such formatted data and/or
instructions may be embodied include, but are not limited to, non-volatile storage media in various forms
(e.g., optical, magnetic or semiconductor storage media) though again does not include transitory media.
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, throughout the description, the words "comprise,"
"comprising," and the like are to be construed in an inclusive sense as opposed to an exclusive or exhaustive
sense; that is to say, in a sense of "including, but not limited to." Words using the singular or plural number
also include the plural or singular number respectively. Additionally, the words "herein," "hereunder,"
"above," "below," and words of similar import refer to this application as a whole and not to any particular
portions of this application. When the word "or" is used in reference to a list of two or more items, that word
covers all of the following interpretations of the word: any of the items in the list, all of the items in the list
and any combination of the items in the list. 

Although certain presently preferred implementations of the invention have been specifically described
herein, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art to which the invention pertains that variations and
modifications of the various implementations shown and described herein may be made without departing
from the spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly, it is intended that the invention be limited only to the
extent required by the applicable rules of law. 

While the foregoing has been with reference to a particular embodiment of the disclosure, it will be
appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes in this embodiment may be made without departing from
the principles and spirit of the disclosure, the scope of which is defined by the appended claims. 

* * * * *
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